
 

Yr9 Photography Students had the 

opportunity to explore                

Northumberlandia in May 2022 as 

part of their photography course 

work. They explored different    

techniques in photography such as 

viewpoints, composition and    

different angles.   

Visiting Northumberlandia allowed the 

students to build upon their skills in   

photography and see different parts of 

the North East from a local landmark to 

where they live.  

The trip was enjoyed by all.  

It was a really windy day,    

however the clouds were very 

dramatic and some amazing 

photographs were captured. 

Hopefully this has encouraged 

students to visit other locations 

by themselves with friends and 

family.  



Yr9 Photography Students had the opportunity in June to visit some local North East landmarks. The 

weather was fantastic and allowed students the opportunity to capture some amazing photographs .They 

worked with tripods and enhanced their skills on composition as well exploring different angles.  

Our first location was the Angel 

of the North and there was a 

great opportunity to explore 

and walk to several different 

viewpoints.  This encouraged  

students to see the Angel     

statue, designed by the famous 

Antony Gormley, from different 

perspectives.  

We then went on to Dunston 

Staithes ,the landmark where 

coal wagons transported coal 

to the coal ships as they came 

into the Tyne.  

From there we went onto the 

Quayside to visit and take    

photographs of the Millennium 

Bridge, the Sage and Baltic. 

It was a fantastic day, students 

worked incredibly hard and 

took over 300 photographs 

each;  a real wealth of images 

which they have worked upon 

as part of their coursework.  

Below you can see the edits 

students have created as part 

of their coursework to           

advertise the ‘LandMarks of 

the North East’.  

 



A few examples of students amazing work  in         

photography to advertise the ‘Landmarks of the 

North East’. 



Yr9 Art and Photography Students had the opportunity in July to visit the Yorkshire Sculpture Park, where 

they explored the park to find different sculptures by a variety of artists. Students were amazed at the 

size of them! They also visited the art letter sculptures by the Artist Robert Indiana using lettering in his 

art work to create statements. Yr9 Art students have since begun to explore text in their own artwork.        

Below are images of them exploring text which was part of the exhibition. 

Above are a few of the sculptures at the park which students visited and photographed to explore further 

skills and use in their current project work. 


